
Portfolio Activity 12  
 

Research and Writing with Matrix Maps 



What do I need for this activity? 



Select one Matrix Map or learning guide at https://www.missed101.com/matrix-maps.  

https://www.missed101.com/matrix-maps


Quick Course Overview  
 

What type of research will we focus on in this course? 
 

Qualitative or Exploratory Research 
 

What is the research method that we will use to practice exploratory research? 
 

Literature Review 
 

What data collection instrument or strategy will be used with the research method? 
 

Existing Literature and Research using Matrix Maps as learning guides 
 

What data analysis approach will be used to assess the collected data? 
 

Thematic Analysis 
 

Which referencing style will be used for writing and presenting the research results?  
 

MLA Style      CBE  Style      Chicago Style      APA Style      Harvard Style 
 
 



Finding Problems (Gaps) and Developing Research Questions for Academic Papers 
 

 

 

 

      

      

   

 
Research Problems 

These are the general concerns and controversies related to a particular research topic. A list of 
topics and problems can be investigated using the 15 cases on the Matrix Map that you 
selected. A  strong academic research paper should identify the problem(s) in a particular case 
and present potential solutions for a designated audience of readers. The success of the paper 
is based on the strength of the presentation of the argument and the appropriateness of the 
proposed solutions by a particular audience of readers who care about the topic. 

 

Research Question 
These are the question(s) that one poses in order to address the problem(s) one discovers after 
researching a topic. This can be done with one central question or a group of interrelated 
subquestions. Research questions can be exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory (see below).  
 

Purpose Statement 
The purpose establishes the intent or objective of the study  and how it will address the 
problem(s) and question(s) raised in one’s research. The potential solution to the problem(s) 
and question(s) should be clearly presented in the purpose statement. The purpose statement 
focuses the research project. It is often referred to as the “thesis” in a research paper.  
 

Cohen, L., Manion, L., & Morrison, K. (2018). Research methods in education (8th ed.). Routledge.  
 



Common Types of Research for Academic Papers  
 

 

 

 

 

      

      

   

 

Exploratory 
Research that attempts to explore subjects with limited data 
or a theoretical nature or focus. Questions are often 
structured to ask “what” is the meaning of something, 
“how” certain processes or theories work, or “why” one sees 
or experiences things in a particular way.  

(Qualitative Research Approach) 

Descriptive 
Research that aims to describe a subject or create a picture 
of a situation. It tends to build on exploratory research. 
Questions are often structured to ask “how” things happen 
in certain situations or “what” is the state or condition of 
something.  

 (Qualitative or Quantitative Research Approach)  

Explanatory 
Research that often uses  various experiments to examine the 
correlation between variables or relationships that may not 
be possible with exploratory or descriptive approaches. 
Questions are often structured to ask “how” or “why” 
something happens  or “what” causes  things to happen.  

(Quantitative Research Approach)     

Cohen, L., Manion, L., & Morrison, K. (2018). Research methods in education (8th ed.). Routledge.  
 



 
 
 

Basic Approaches to Research  
Research is an organized and disciplined approach for investigating a problem and its related research question(s).  Various research methods,  

instruments or tools, and data analysis methods provide the  strategies one can combine to collect, interpret, and present one’s  findings.  
 
 Qualitative Research Methods 

Literature Reviews 

Case Studies 

Ethnographic Studies 

Grounded Theory  

Narrative Studies  

 

DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS  

Existing Literature or Historical Documents 

Interviews 

Focus Groups   

Observations 

 

This approach is used to  focus  on  understanding the depth of meaning and human 
experiences. Research questions  tend to focus on why or how. It is inductive, moving 
from the specific to the general. It is expressed primarily in words. Data analysis is 
based on observations or the interpretation of  phenomena or important texts.  

    

 

 

Quantitative Research Methods 
Pre-experiments 

Quasi-experiments 

True Experiments 

Non-experiments 

(Causal  Studies) 

 

DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 

Controlled Trials 

Pre and Post Tests 

Surveys 

Simulations   

 

This approach is used to focus on measuring or testing the relations between variables. It 
is deductive, moving from the general to the specific. Research questions tend to focus 
on how much and how often things occur. The research  is expressed primarily in words, 
numbers, graphics, and charts. Data analysis is based on scientific results or the 
interpretation of statistics and measurements.   

Cohen, L., Manion, L., & Morrison, K. (2018). Research methods in education (8th ed.). Routledge.  
 



Data Analysis Approaches  

 

 
 

   For more on these approaches,  visit https://koppa.jyu.fi/avoimet/hum/menetelmapolkuja/en/methodmap 
 

 



Key Terms and Definitions   
Braun, V., & Clarke, V. (2006). Using thematic analysis in psychology. Qualitative Research in Psychology, 3, 77-101. 

           According to Braun and Clarke, thematic analysis is a method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns in data. This method helps researchers to describe 
the findings in their collected data in rich details.  While there are many versions of thematic analysis, Braun and Clarke valued the use of coding in their appreciation 
of the concept for qualitative studies. Coding is the process of labeling  and categorizing collected data based on a defined unit of analysis. It helps researchers to 
identify, organize, and analyze important themes, ideas, and patterns in the data that they have collected. This approach helps one to discover relationships between 
the various groupings of information. Moreover, Braun and Clarke provided a data analysis framework and process for performing thematic analysis. The steps in this 
process are the following: becoming familiar with one’s data,  generating initial codes,  searching for themes,  defining and naming themes, and producing a report of 
the results. 

 

Torraco, R. J. (2005). Writing integrative literature reviews: Guidelines and examples. Human Resources Development Review, 4(3), 356-367. 

           For Torraco (2005), a literature review is a form of academic writing in which one illustrates one’s understanding of the collected knowledge and key sources on a 
particular subject or research problem. It is considered both a process and research method for organizing and assessing the relevant research or literature on an issue 
or concern in a particular field or area of specialization. A researcher may decide to organize the literature chronologically using a systematic approach. Also, a 
researcher might consider a more integrative approach and organize the literature according to a particular set of themes or a particular theoretical or conceptual 
framework. In his work, Torraco (2005) offered guidance for how to write an integrative literature review. An integrative literature review synthesizes knowledge and 
sources from a broad range of research studies that are related to a particular subject or problem in one’s area of interest. This process often requires one  to identify a 
problem  or topic, find the relevant studies, analyze and synthesize them, summarize the results found, then present one’s conclusions based on those results. 

 

Yin, R. K. (2018). Case study research and applications: Design and methods (6th ed.). Sage. 

          Yin (2018) described a case study as a form of empirical inquiry that explores a subject within a particular bounded system or limited context. In clearer terms, 
a  case study provides a detailed analysis of a person, event, or complex phenomenon. For Yin, research questions that ask how and why are suited for a case study 
approach. The main point in using a case study is that it allows researchers to describe in greater detail the findings in a research study, particularly those that are 
considered qualitative. However, there is no universally accepted definition of a case study because of its broad appeal and use in so many different fields. As such, it 
can be used as a instructional tool, research strategy, methodology, and/or research design. 

 

      

      

   



The American Psychological Association (APA Style) 
The Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association provides the most comprehensive discussion of this style. The APA style is 
mostly used to write research papers in the disciplines associated with the Social Sciences. This includes Psychology, Business, Education , and  
even Nursing.  This style is often used to write qualitative research papers such as literature reviews and case studies or quantitative studies 
that involve complex statistical data .  The simplest research paper that  you can write using the APA style is the academic literature review.  A 
literature review  is  a  critical or descriptive survey and discussion of the books, journal articles, and other scholarly sources on a particular 
topic.  The basic components for this type of research paper typically include a title page, abstract (short summary), introduction, purpose 
statement or thesis, literature review or background, analysis of the findings, conclusion, and reference page. To see an example of a sample 
paper in APA, visit the link below  (or see Slide 16). 

 

A Book with One Author in APA  Shorter,  J. (2019). Studies in higher education. Hilton and Cross Press.  (Documentation) 

   Parenthetical Citation:  (Shorter, 2019)          Narrative Citation:  Shorter (2019) 

 

A Journal Article  in APA   Ray, S. (2006).  Fiction and  narratology.  Journal of Fiction, 4, 23-24.  (Documentation) 

   Parenthetical Citation: (Ray, 2006)            Narrative Citation: Ray (2006)  

 

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=teErxDIPP5M        

          https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples 

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_formatting_and_style_guide/apa_sample_paper.html 

 

 

https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_formatting_and_style_guide/apa_sample_paper.html
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_formatting_and_style_guide/apa_sample_paper.html


 

How do you present or cite research information using APA?  
 
 

DIRECT QUOTES 
• You use the author’s exact words in a sentence, enclosed by quotation 

marks (“ ”). The author’s name and year usually appear in the sentence with 
page numbers in parentheses to identify where the quoted material is 
located. If not, then all of this information must be included in parentheses. 
The past tense is typically used to introduce quoted material in  APA. Present 
tense may be allowed, depending on the instructor and audience.  

 

• Example APA:  Niles (2012)  wrote, “Philosophers from the Sophists to 
Nietzsche have argued that truth is relative. The quest to discover truth has 
been a controversial topic in philosophy for many centuries” (p. 92).   

 

• Example APA:  Some writers claimed  that “Philosophers from the Sophists 
to Nietzsche have argued that truth is relative. The quest to discover truth 
has been a controversial topic in philosophy for many centuries” (Niles, 
2012, p. 92).   

 

    

 

 

PARAPHRASING 
• You use your own words to restate the author’s ideas from the original text.  

The author’s name and year typically appear somewhere in the sentence. If 
not, then the author’s last name and year are needed in parentheses.  Page 
number(s) are generally not used, but they can be for certain points.  

                                      

• Example APA:  For many years, intellectuals in the discipline of philosophy 
debated the notion of a single reality.  According to Thomas (2016), there are 
significant starting points for learning about arguments that support the idea 
that truth is contextual. 

 

• Example APA:  For many years, intellectuals in the discipline of philosophy 
debated the notion of a single reality.  According to  one scholar, there are 
significant starting points for learning about arguments that support the idea 
that truth is contextual  (Thomas, 2016). 

 

For more on these formats, visit https://apastyle.apa.org/?_ga=2.219463449.1218109954.1610062876-177977643.1610062876 
 



 

How do you document information from research sources in APA?  
 
  

1. Book with one author 

Brown, R. M. (2017). Life: The science of human beings.  Penguin. 

To format, start with the last name, initials, year, title in italics and 
sentence case except for the first letter of the first word of the title and 
after a colon, then the name of the press or publishing house.  

 

2. Book with two authors 

Sawers, R., & Jones C. (2020). Revisiting the past. Holt Press. 

To format, start with the last name and initials of first author then the 
second separated by an ampersand (&). Then write the year, title in italics 
and sentence case except for the first letter of the first word of the title 
and after a colon, then the name of the press or publishing house.  

 

3. Article in a Journal  

Gray, R. (2019). Going to college. Higher Education Today, 3(1), 22-23. 

To format, start with the last name, initial, year, article title, name of journal in 
italics, volume number in italics, issue number in parentheses, and page 
numbers. Use sentence case for essay titles, but not for the name of the journal. 

  

 

4. Webpage on a Website 

Peter’s Learning Lab. (2021). The  top 20 things college students  should 

      do now. https://www.peterslab/top 20 –things-college-students 

To format, start with name of the website, year and date, title in italics, and 
web address.  Tab once for hanging indentions.                                

 

5. Webpage on a website with individual author 

Smalls, F. (2017, November 15). When to start resume writing. Commentary  

      and History. https://commentary/history/resume-writing 

To format, start with the last name, initial, year and date, title of the article 
in italics, name of website, and web address. Tab once for hanging 
indentions. 

 

6. Webpage on a news website 

Rogers, N. (2020, May 10). The pandemic is getting worse.  The CBD  

      News. https://www.cbd.com/news/pandemic-getting-worse.html 

To format, start with the last name, initial, year and date, title of the article, 
name of website, and web address. Tab once for hanging indentions.  
 

 
To view the formats for other sources, visit https://apastyle.apa.org/?_ga=2.219463449.1218109954.1610062876-177977643.1610062876 

 



Using APA Citation and Documentation for Annotated Bibliographies 
 

 

 

 

      

      

   

What is an annotated bibliography? 
It is an alphabetical list of the books, journal articles, newspapers, films, videos, websites, or 
other types of resources that you have researched and summarized in order to understand the 
cases on your Matrix Map. Unlike a typical list of references, the annotated bibliography must 
include a description of  research sources or a critical analysis of them. The number or words 
will vary based on the instructor and research scope. Generally, the annotated bibliography is 
the main source of the information used to write a literature review for a research project. 
 

What are the basic types? 
The descriptive annotated bibliography simply tells the reader what the source is about, its 
main purpose, major points, and the background or authority of the author(s). Most 
researchers do a critical annotated bibliography. It is an evaluation of the merits of the 
information the source provides. How useful is it? What are the strengths and weaknesses? Is 
the author a suitable authority? What problems or questions are raised? Are they noteworthy, 
problematic, or incorrect? Regardless of the type of annotation you write, the reader must feel 
informed about the source after reading the information that you provide in your annotated 
bibliography.  

Cohen, L., Manion, L., & Morrison, K. (2018). Research methods in education (8th ed.). Routledge.  
 



How do you create an annotated bibliography using a Matrix Map? 
 

For each case on the Matrix Map, there will be four terms in each box. Find a research source for each term, document it in APA, then summarize the information. 
 



What are the steps for creating the annotated bibliography? 
 

Step 1:  Select a Matrix Map that interests you at https://www.missed101.com/matrix-maps. 
 
Step 2: Review Cases 1-15  on your Matrix Map. There are four terms in each case. Research the terms to learn the case. 
 
Step 3: To start, go to Case 1 and identify the four terms listed. Find a research source for each term in the Case. Four terms 
 will mean four sources. However, it will be very helpful if you also found an extra source on at least one of the terms. 
 The source  for the terms can be a mix of books, academic journals, websites, etc. (see Slide 12 below). 
 
Step 4: Document the source based on the rules and formats for APA reviewed above or go to apa.org (see link in Slide 10).  
 
Step 5: Summarize and paraphrase information about the term using the rules and formats for APA reviewed above or go to 
 apa.org (see link in Slide 9). Identify the pertinent points and significant contributions each source makes. Be sure to 
 take note of any problems, themes, or related questions that you see in the research that you might explore in a paper. 
 
Step 6: Set up your research findings using the sample  format in Slide 14 below. 
 
Step 7: Repeat these steps in order to create annotated bibliographies for other cases on your Matrix Maps. 
  
 



What is wrong with this annotated bibliography? 

Use the latest  edition of APA and hanging indentions. Try to find at least 5 sources, which simply means one extra source on one of the terms in the case on your Matrix Map. 
 



How do you transform an annotated bibliography into  a literature review? 

A literature review  is  a  critical or descriptive survey of the background information  on a particular topic. It is a common research approach used in many academic fields . It  can  
be developed as a single paper (meta-analysis ) or as a part of a thesis, dissertation, or journal article.   
 

How do you write a literature review for this course? 
 
Step 1: Select  one of the annotated bibliographies that you created, using a case from your Matrix Map. 
 
Step 2: Create a title page that includes the paper’s  title, your name, due date, and course information (see Slide 16 below).    
 
Step 3: After the title page, write an abstract, which is a short summary of the  entire paper for readers. (Consider doing this after the paper is completed). For the paper, 
 use double-spacing, five-inch margins, a running heading  using the paper’s title (shortened and flushed left), and  page numbers in the upper-right hand corner. 
 
Step 4: Under the subtitle called Introduction, you can use one of the sources from your annotated bibliography to frame the problem and research question that you want 
 to address and why. Then create a thesis statement that explains how you will accomplish this goal with a  specific research method and  tool.  Advanced research 
 projects may require a separate Methodology  section  in which  you identify and describe the conceptual framework or method and tool that you will use.  A 
 methodology section is not required for your research project. Your method is  a literature review and the data collection comes from existing literature. 
  
Step 5: Under the subtitle or level one heading called Literature Review, relate the information that you found in your annotated bibliography. Be sure the material is 
 organized coherently. It needs to tell a cohesive story about the case  that you selected. Since the paper is in APA, be sure to center the subtitle.  
 
Step 6: Under the subtitle called Analysis (or Discussion),  critically analyze the information in the literature review and how this new assessment helps you to solve the 
 problem and answer the question that you raised in the introduction. Since the paper is in APA, be sure to center the subtitle.  
 
Step 7: Under the  subtitle called Conclusion, present any recommendations for further research and/or predictions. Since the paper is in APA, be sure to center the 
 subtitle.  
 
Step 8: On a separate page called References, document all of the sources used for the paper in the proper APA format, which you should have done in your bibliography.  
 Alphabetize the references. Use hanging indentions and double-spacing. Since the paper is in APA, be sure to center the subtitle.  

To see a demonstration on how to set up a paper in APA using Microsoft Word, visit https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEqRqSsNDjc 
To see more examples of a paper in APA, visit  https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_formatting_and_style_guide/apa_sample_paper.html 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEqRqSsNDjc


How should you write a Literature Review in APA Style?  



How should you develop the introduction for the Literature Review in APA style? 



What information is required for completing the Discussion Board assignments ? 
 

Instructions 
Using your selected Matrix Map, you are to select and research one term from any case that interests you—t hen post your research findings in the Discussion Board. 

 
1. Be sure to list the name of your Matrix Map. 
 
2. Be sure to identify the case number and case term that you selected ( select 1 term only for each posting).  
 
3. Research the case term, document it in the proper APA format,  then provide a summary of the source (150 to 200 words) .  
 
 

EXAMPLE 
 

 
The research term “Burking” is from Case 12 in the Matrix Map entitled “Food, Frankenstein & the Business of the Body.” 
 

Rosner, L. (2011). The anatomy murders: Being the true and spectacular history of Edinburgh's notorious Burke and Hare and of the man of science who abetted them in the 

                commission of their most heinous crimes. University of Pennsylvania Press. 
 
                In this book, Rosner recounted the motivations and techniques of two of the world’s most famous serial killers: William Burke and William Hare. To make money, Burke 
and Hare set out to supply a growing medical industry and desperate academic institutions with dead bodies to dissect and investigate to advance science and improve the health 
of humans. Legally, doctors and medical schools could obtain the corpses of those in workhouses, prisons, and hospitals whose bodies went unclaimed. However, Rosner also 
noted that doctors and medical schools often bought corpses from grave robbers with little consideration of the ethical implications. With profit as their main motive, Burke and 
Hare became famous for suffocating or “burking” their victims to ensure that no incriminating marks were left on a corpse, which might cause the body to be rejected or sold at a 
lower price. The two were eventually arrested, but only after they had killed several people. To deter this kind of criminality and promote ethical practices in the field of medicine, 
the United Kingdom passed  new legislation such as the Anatomy Act. 
 
 
 
 



What are the questions that I need to answer for the Quiz assignments?  
 Quiz #1 

Review the course syllabus in Canvas then answer the following questions. What are the major assignments that you will have to complete in this course? Identify which 
assignments worry you the most and explain why. How do you think they will help you to improve your academic writing? How much experience have you had writing papers that 
required you to use academic resources and the MLA, APA, and/or Chicago format(s)? 
 
Quiz #2 
Use slides 5-6 above then answer the following questions: What is the difference between a basic research project and an applied research project? What is a research problem 
or gap and why is it important when writing academic papers? Describe how a controversy, limited understandings, insufficient investigations, or an unresolved problem might 
help a researcher to identify a problem or research gap for an academic paper. What is the relationship between a research problem, research question(s), and purpose 
statement (thesis) in a research paper? 
 
Quiz #3 
Use slides 7-9 above then answer the following questions.  What are the two basic approaches for doing research and provide examples of each approach?  What is a literature 
review and why is it so important in academic research? What is a thematic analysis and how can it help you to analyze the data that you collect for a literature review? 
 
Quiz #4 
Use slides 10-13 above then answer the following questions.  What is American Psychological Association or APA and why is it important in academic research? What is the 
difference between APA citation and APA documentation? Provide an example of a direct quote in APA? Provide an example of paraphrasing in APA? How will APA citation and 
documentation rules help you to avoid plagiarism? 
  
Quiz #5 
Use slides 14-16 above then answer the following questions. What is an annotated bibliography?  Describe the different types of annotated bibliographies? How do you create an 
annotated bibliography using a Matrix Map? What are two things that are problematic about the annotated bibliography in slide 16? Explain why? 
 
Quiz #6 
Use slides 17- 19 above then answer the following questions:  What are the steps that you would take to write a literature review research paper for this course? Be sure to 
identify the key parts of the paper. Why is it important to establish a strong problem statement (research gap), clear research question, and focused purpose statement in the 
introduction? How will APA citation and documentation be used to identify research sources in the paper? What resources can you use if you are having problems writing the 
paper? 
   Final Exam A          Final EXAM B   
         
Use slide 22 below then follow the instructions to complete Final Exam A.                                                       Use slide 23 below then follow the instructions to complete Final Exam B. 
  
 
 
 
 



Final Exam A   
Based on what you have learned about research and the APA style, identify 10  things that are wrong with this sample below and  explain how they could be corrected.  



Final Exam B  
Based on what you have learned about research sources and the APA style, convert the following references to the APA documentation format.  



Always Learning Outside the Box 
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